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Abstract
Due to the roadside unit can not fully achieve seamless coverage and the dynamic change of network topology in vehicular

networks, problems such as the interruption of vehicle service, poor stability of communication link, and high network

delay will be caused. To solve these problems, this paper proposes a codirectional multilane adaptive message return

(CMAMR) strategy based on edge computing. Firstly, we establish a CMAMR communication model. Then, according to

the movement trajectory of the receiving node, we propose a single-hop and a multi-hop message return link strategy. The

former combines the single-hop link quality and node location information to construct a node selection function to assist

the head node in selecting an optimal forwarding node to form a single-hop message return link. The latter assists the RSU

to select the optimal multi-hop message return link in the same lane by establishing a link adaptive quality evaluation

function, thus improving the user’s quality of server. The simulation results show that the link network delay of the

CMAMR strategy is 14.6%, 42.86%, and 38.47% lower than those of the random with forwarding progress (RFP), most

forward with fixed radius (MFR), and traditional vehicle-to-infrastructure and vehicle-to-vehicle cooperative communi-

cation (TVCC) message return strategies, respectively; correspondingly, the link reliability is at least 9.13% higher for the

CMAMR strategy.

Keyword Link selection � Mobile edge computing � Quality of service � Vehicular networks

1 Introduction

The application of 5G communication technology to

vehicular networks promotes rapid development of vehic-

ular networks. Under the traditional vehicular networks’

architecture, messages need to pass from the core network

to the base station before they can be transmitted back to

the requesting vehicles. In this process, the network delay

increases and the link reliability decreases [1]. Mobile edge

computing (MEC) as a key technology of 5G vehicular

networks, directly provides users with communication,

computing, and caching services by deploying edge servers

at roadside units (RSU), thus meeting the communication

needs of high reliability and low delay in 5G vehicular

networks [2–4]. However, in the actual vehicular networks,

the deployment of RSU can not fully achieve the seamless

coverage of wireless communication. Especially in the area

not covered by RSU, the vehicle’s communication service

is interrupted because the vehicle can not establish V2I

communication link with RSU. In addition, due to the high

speed of the vehicle and the dynamic change of the net-

work topology, it may cause quality of service problems

such as unstable message return communication link,

increased delay and so on. Therefore, it is of great signif-

icance to study the message return strategy based on edge

computing.

According to different distributions of the RSUs, there

are multiple communication methods for establishing
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message return links. The vehicle can communicate

through V2I (vehicle-to-infrastructure, V2I) and wait for

RSU’s back data, or receive RSU’s back data through V2V

(Vehicle-to-Vehicle, V2V) multi-hop communication

links. Also, the vehicle can use V2I and V2V cooperative

communication to receive the back data. For the message

return strategy of the V2I communication mode. The

researches on V2I communication focuse on energy saving,

RSU selection and V2I link channel estimation [5, 6].

Furthermore, mainstream V2I communication strategies

can also adopt optimization methods, such as resource

allocation and power control to improve the service capa-

bility of RSUs in the network. Thus, improving the relia-

bility of communication links and improving network

delay.

However, V2I communication is only suitable for nodes

driven within the RSU coverage area. When a vehicle

leaves a given RSU coverage area, the auxiliary message

return is mainly completed with the help of the V2V multi-

hop model between vehicles [7–11]. V2V multi-hop com-

munication link has the advantages of high transmission

success rate and long communication distance [12]. How-

ever, when the hop number of links increases, data

retransmission times increases, resulting in network latency

increases and link reliability deteriorates. A great deal of

effort is being made to provide new V2V multi-hop com-

munication link design ideas. In fact, by considering only

V2V communication or V2I communication, it might be

difficult to comprehensively optimise the quality of service

of the entire vehicular networks’ message return link.

Using the V2I and V2V cooperative communication mode

may therefore extend the scope of application. A great deal

of effort is being made to study how to carry out efficient

cooperative communication, and how to balance the rela-

tionship between link reliability and network delay

[13–16].

In fact, although many studies have shown that the

message return link performance of vehicle networking can

be effectively improved through appropriate vehicle for-

warding protocols or network optimization algorithms.

However, as the vehicle is far away from the RSU com-

munication range and the network topology changes

dynamically, the number of forwarding nodes is increasing,

which will greatly increase the network delay of the mes-

sage return link and reduce the reliability of the link.

Meanwhile, the current studies ignore the influence of the

high-speed movement of vehicles and the change of rela-

tive position on communication links. Then most of them

fail to combine the characteristics of vehicle movement and

the change rule of channel state, and adaptively select

multi-hop links according to different business service

requirements. Thus, the quality of communication service

cannot be improved in real time. Therefore, there are

limitations in the optimization algorithm to improve the

quality of the message return link only through the local

analysis of network parameters and the selection of for-

warding vehicles.

To solve these problems, this paper firstly establishes a

codirectional multilane adaptive message return

(CMAMR) communication model based on the MEC’s V2I

and V2V cooperative communication methods. Then,

according to the movement trajectory of the receiving

node, RSU uses the forwarding node selection function to

select the most The best forwarding node forms the optimal

single-hop message backhaul link with the receiving node;

then, the edge server compares and calculates the link

quality of the multi-hop message backhaul links in differ-

ent directions based on the link adaptive quality evaluation

function to assist RSU adaptively selects the best multi-hop

message backhaul link and sends the message back to the

receiving node. The main contributions of this paper are as

follows:

1. A single-hop message return link strategy was pro-

posed, and the process of initial departure of the

receiving node from the RSU communication range

and establishment of a single-hop message return link

was analyzed in detail. Considering parameters such as

lane information of the receiving node and quality of

the single-hop link, the node selection function was

introduced to establish a high-quality single-hop mes-

sage return link and improve its performance.

2. A multi-hop message return link strategy is also

proposed by constructing an adaptive quality evalua-

tion function based on the link qualities of different

message return links, and this function was used to

assist the RSU to adaptively select high-quality mes-

sage return links to establish continuous and stable mul-

ti-hop message return links with the receiving node to

improve user experience.

3. The simulation results showed that the CMAMR

message return strategy could effectively improve

downlink reliability and greatly reduce network delays

compared with the RFP, MFR, and traditional V2I and

V2V cooperative communication (TVCC) message

return strategies. Meanwhile, it is verified that the

strategy can be applied according to different types of

services, adaptively select the message return link with

the best reliability or network delay to meet specific

high-reliability and low-latency communication ser-

vice requirements.

The remainder of this manuscript is organized as fol-

lows. Section 3 describes the system model and explains

the function of each device. Section 4 discusses the

strategies of establishing the single-hop and multi-hop

message return links. Section 5 presents the simulation
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results and discusses the impact of these results on the

overall research. Section 6 discusses the significance of the

research results and summarises the work.

2 Related work

On the Internet of vehicles (IoV), how to select RSUs to

ensure that high-speed mobile vehicles can establish highly

reliable communication links with RSUs, and carry out

information transmission is a major challenge. Hoeft et al.

[17] proposed an RSU selection algorithm. To avoid the

RSU service efficiency reduction caused by the unbalanced

number of on-board units (OBU) connected to the RSU, the

conflict-free transmission probability was introduced. By

reducing the probability of OBU access collisions, this

algorithm can minimize the number of OBU connected to

each RSU, thus achieving fair access of OBU to RSU’s V2I

communication services and improving the reliability of

the return link. Kovalenko et al. [18] established a highly

robust V2I system. In this system, the load balancer in each

base station was equipped with an uncertain resource

allocation strategy. By predicting the uncertainties in V2I

communication and calculation, the resource allocation in

each base station could be completed, thus improving the

robustness of the V2I system. Ghorai et al. [19] proposed a

RSU deployment strategy, which determined the initial

location of the RSU through constrained Delaunay trian-

gulation (CDT) method. Then, a multi-measure placement

strategy was introduced to determine the final location of

the RSU, and maximized the coverage of the RSU. Thus,

the efficient V2I communication could be realized and the

communication delay of V2I communication could be

reduced. Senouci et al. [20] proposed a multi-hop cluster-

ing scheme based on V2I communication, in which vehi-

cles directly obtained and shared the information needed to

implement clustering algorithm through RSU, thereby

expanding the scope of cluster coverage and reducing the

number of clusters. Thus, the network overhead was further

reduced and the link stability was improved. However, V2I

communication has limitations with the increasing number

of IoV application scenarios. For example, V2I commu-

nication services are interrupted when a vehicle is driving

out of RSU communication coverage, which greatly

reduces the communication experience of vehicle data

transmission.

Different from V2I communication, through V2V multi-

hop communication links, vehicles can communicate in

areas not covered by RSU. In addition, V2V multi-hop

communication can effectively reduce network delay and

improve communication quality by sharing data nearby.

Wang et al. [21] proposed a cooperative forwarding

mechanism, which utilized vehicles in the opposite lane to

realize the cooperative transmission of data between RSUs,

to ensure that vehicles could still receive data when they

left the coverage of RSU. Due to the large relative speed

difference between vehicles in the opposite lane, the V2V

multi-hop scheme based on the opposite lane is difficult to

maintain long-term data communication. Therefore, con-

sidering vehicles in the same lane as the forwarding nodes,

the establishment of V2V multi-hop message return links

has become a research trend [8, 22]. In the design of the

V2V multi-hop forwarding strategies, the correct selection

of the forwarding vehicles is key to ensuring the perfor-

mance of the multi-hop links [23, 24]. Suthaputchakun

et al. [25] proposed a trinary partition black-burst-based

broadcast protocol (3P3B-DTN) multi-hop message return

strategy. The vehicle that receives the forwarding request

selected the vehicle farthest from the vehicle within the

V2V communication range each time to establish the

multi-hop link. Thus, the number of forwarding vehicles in

the link could be reduced to the greatest extent, the network

overhead could be reduced and the link reliability could be

improved. Farooq et al. [26] proposed a most-forward-

with-fixed-radius (MFR) message return strategy. Each

time the node receiving the forwarding request selects the

node with fixed distance as the next hop forwarding node,

and then established a multi-hop link. Thus, avoiding the

problem of high retransmission probability caused by long

single hop spacing. Moreover, at the cost of reducing the

success rate of transmission per hop, the average

throughput is further improved, and the end-to-end delay is

reduced. On the contrary, to obtain the transfer success can

receive, Farooq and ElSawy et al. [27] proposed a random-

with-forward-progress (RFP) message return strategy. The

strategy set a conservative probability value to limit the

maximum hop distance. According to the specified prob-

ability, each time a vehicle received a forwarding request,

any vehicle within the V2V communication range was

selected as the next forwarding vehicle. And then estab-

lished a multi-hop communication link. Data was trans-

mitted between vehicles in a pre-coded way. Then the

average throughput could be improved effectively, and the

end-to-end delay could be reduced. However, only con-

sidering the establishment of a V2V link with the best

delay or a V2V link with the best reliability has limitations.

Based on comprehensive consideration of network delay

and link reliability, Zhang et al. [28] proposed a strategy

based on dynamic prediction. The vehicle receiving the

forwarding request used dynamic information to predict the

remaining forward delay and retransmission probability.

Quickly selected the next hop to launch the vehicle and

establish a multi-hop link, thereby reducing link delay and

improving link reliability. However, no matter V2V multi-

hop link or V2I communication link, a single communi-

cation mode often cannot meet the requirements of
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diversified scenarios of the IoV. Also, it cannot adapt to the

network topology environment. Thus, it is difficult to

effectively improve the quality of vehicle data

communication.

With the in-depth research on multi-hop message return

strategy of V2V and V2I cooperative communication can

better improve vehicle communication quality. Nguyen

et al. [29] proposed traditional V2I and V2V cooperative

communication (TVCC) message return strategy. When the

forwarding vehicle drove in the uncovered area between

two consecutive RSUs, the leading vehicle searched for the

vehicle farthest from itself each time as the forwarding

vehicle. And then established a multi-hop link for V2I and

V2V cooperative communication to receive data from

RSUs.Therefore, it could meet the continuous communi-

cation service of vehicles, reduce the times of service

interruption, and improve the average throughput. Osman

et al. [30]compared the link quality of the V2V and V2I

cooperative transmission strategy and the link quality of

the V2V and V2I non-cooperative transmission strategy

based on different vehicle network environments. The

simulation results show that as the distance between the

vehicle and the RSU increases, the link reliability of the

V2I and V2V cooperative communication mode is much

higher than the link reliability of the direct V2V commu-

nication and the direct V2I communication mode. Huang

et al. [31] proposed a V2V and V2I cooperative commu-

nication strategy that limited the number of forwarding

hops. The RSU traversed all vehicles in the lane and pre-

dicted all potential multi-hop links, and then based on the

average session time and average path life of the link,

calculated a reasonable forwarding hop number k. Then the

RSU selected a multi-hop link with several forwarding

hops lower than or equal to k hops to establish a multi-hop

link for V2V and V2I cooperative communication, thereby

limiting the number of forwarding hops on the link and

improving link quality. Since the multi-hop link will

inevitably increase when the vehicle leaves the RSU

communication range, it is difficult to maintain a long-term

high-quality multi-hop link only through the limit of the

number of hops. Therefore, the increase in the number of

hops needs to be considered comprehensively. The number

of packet retransmissions increases, which in turn causes

flooding, OBU access conflicts, broadcast storms, and other

problems [32, 33]. Boukerche et al. [34] proposed an

information forwarding architecture based on location

information. In this architecture, the forwarding vehicle

forwards to the area where the target vehicle might be

located according to the known vehicle location informa-

tion in the cache. Thus, this reduced the content search and

request process, alleviated the information storm phe-

nomenon and OBU access conflicts through directional

multi-hop transmission, further reduced the network

overhead in the backhaul link, and optimized the link

communication quality. However, the above studies ignore

the influence of vehicle movement attributes on collabo-

rative communication link. And most of them are unable to

adaptively adjust the selection scheme of multi-hop link

based on the vehicle movement track, the delay and reli-

ability requirements in different services. Therefore, it is

difficult to further improve the service quality of vehicles.

This work proposes a codirectional multilane adaptive

message return strategy based on edge computing. The

strategy studies the influence of channel state and vehicle

lane position on V2I communication link quality, and

designs a single hop message return link selection scheme.

Meanwhile, we further study the forward and backward

multi-hop link path selection, and the influence of vehicle

lane position on V2I and V2V cooperative multi-hop link

quality. And then design a multi-hop message return link

selection scheme. In addition, according to different types

of services, the strategy can adaptively select the message

return link with the best reliability or network delay to

meet specific high-reliability and low-latency communi-

cation service requirements.

3 System model

In this paper, a codirectional multilane adaptive message

return strategy based on edge computing is proposed. First,

the CMAMR communication model is constructed, as

shown in Fig. 1. In the figure, the three lanes in the same

direction are designated as the first, second, and third lanes

from top to bottom, and the driving direction in these lanes

is from left to right. There are three types of nodes in the

model: the first is the head node marked as v1, which

represents the target user and needs to receive return

information; the second is the forwarding node of the

reverse multi-hop message return link marked as

vB2 ; v
B
3 ; :::; v

B
m

� �
, which represents the multi-hop node

selected in the direction of RSU1 when the vehicle exits

RSU1 but has not reached RSU2, and the information is

forwarded by Edge server1 and RSU1 through these nodes

to form a reverse multi-hop message return link; the third is

the forwarding node of the forward multi-hop message

return link marked as vF2 ; v
F
3 ; :::; v

F
n

� �
, which indicates that

when it is closer to RSU2, it selects the multi-hop node in

the direction of RSU2 and forwards information via Edge

server2 and RSU2 through these nodes to form a forward

multi-hop message return link. The dashed circles in the

figure represent the effective radii at which the nodes can

communicate with the V2V system. It is assumed that all

nodes are driven at the same speed in the same direction of

travel without lane changes. It is assumed that the travel
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direction of the node is consistent with that of the lane, and

the arrival rate of the node in a lane obeys the Poisson

distribution, with the traffic density given as q.

Let RSU1 and RSU2 represent two adjacent roadside

units, which are distributed on the same side of the road, as

shown in Fig. 1. We configure MEC servers at RSU1 and

RSU2, which are marked as Edge server1 and Edge ser-

ver2, respectively [35]. Simultaneously, assuming that the

effective communication radii of RSU1 and RSU2 are

identical and equal to R, to facilitate representation, the

coverage edges of RSU1 and RSU2 are expressed as edge1

and edge2, respectively, with D as the length that is neither

covered by RSU1 nor RSU2 [36].

Taking RSU1 as the coordinate system origin, the

driving direction of the node is the positive direction of the

X-axis, and the direction from the first lane to the third lane

is the positive direction of the Y-axis in the Cartesian

coordinate system. The coordinate of RSU2 is then derived

as (D ? 2R,0).

In this paper, it is assumed that the C-V2X interface is

used for communication between the nodes and RSU1,

between the nodes and RSU2, as well as between adjacent

nodes. Owing to the mobility of the nodes in the vehicle

network, relatively low height of the transceiver antenna of

the vehicle unit, and influence of the surrounding envi-

ronment, it is difficult for the nodes to have line-of-sight

propagation and signal fading. Therefore, when dividing

the multi-hop message return channel between v1 and

RSU1 and RSU2, we need to consider factors, such as path

loss and shadow fading. The mathematical expression of

the communication channel model is based on the log-

distance path loss model [37]. The path loss of any hop

between the message return channel and a vehicle can be

expressed as.

PL d0ð Þ dBð Þ ¼ 68:1 þ 10k lgðd0Þ þ n ð1Þ

Where, PLðd0Þ represents the path loss of any hop between

vehicle v1 and the multi-hop message return channels

RSU1 and RSU2, d0 represents the Euclidean distance

between neighboring nodes vB
m and RSU1 (or vB

n and

RSU2), k is the path loss index, n is the shadow fading

coefficient with n�N 0r2ð Þ, and r is the standard deviation

of shadow fading.

4 CMAMR strategy

In the initial phase, when v1 is within the coverage of

RSU1, V2I communication is performed directly with

RSU1. Where, Edge server1 processes the request of v1,

invokes local storage data, and RSU1 allocates the channels

and transmits the return data of Edge server1 to v1 to form

a return link. With movement, v1 will leave the coverage

area of RSU1 but will have not yet entered the coverage

area of RSU2. At this time, v1 cannot directly form mes-

sage return links with RSU1 and RSU2. Where, the best

multi-hop message return node must be selected through

the CMAMR strategy to generate the message return link.

This is the second stage, in which the nodes located in the

coverage areas of RSU1 and RSU2 communicate with the

RSUs via V2I, receive the return data from the Edge server,

and forward the information to v1 through the multi-hop

link to form the return link. The details of the CMAMR

strategy are further described as follows.

4.1 Single-hop message return link strategy

It is assumed that v1 always requires receiving the return

message from the Edge server when in motion. When v1

leaves the coverage area of RSU1 and has not yet entered

the coverage area of RSU2, it cannot directly establish a

message return link with the unit to receive the return

message from the Edge server. Therefore, v1 needs to

establish a single-hop or multi-hop link to form the mes-

sage return link with the RSU. First, the single-hop mes-

sage return link is studied, where there is only one

forwarding node in the link. When v1 leaves the coverage

Fig. 1 CMAMR communication system model, where the direction of the vehicle is from left to right
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area of RSU1, a reverse single-hop message return link is

established, which is recorded as v1; v
B
2 ;RSU1

� �
. When v1

is about to enter the coverage area of RSU2, a forward

single-hop message return link is established, which is

recorded as v1; v
F
2 ;RSU2

� �
. Therefore, the quality expres-

sion of the single-hop message return link is as follows:

Lq ¼ 1 � að ÞPSl þ a 1 � Tx
Tmax

� �
ð2Þ

where, Lq is the quality of the single-hop link, and PSl is

the probability of successful transmission between nodes. It

is assumed that the probability of successful transmission

in V2I communication between vB2 and RSU1 (or between

vF2 and RSU2) is 100%, a is the trade-off factor, Tx is the

total delay of the single-hop message return link, and Tmax

is the maximum tolerated delay of the network of the

single-hop message return link.

The probability of successful single-hop transmission

PSl is expressed as follows:

PSl ¼ P c dBð Þ� cth dBð Þð Þ
¼ P Ptx dBð Þ � PL dð Þ dBð Þ � N0 dBð Þ� cth dBð Þð Þ ð3Þ

Where, c is the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the

node, and cth is the SNR for a given threshold. If the

received SNR of the forwarding node is greater than the

given threshold cth, the single-hop transmission is suc-

cessful. Ptx is the sum of node transmit power and antenna

gain, d is the Euclidean distance between neighboring

forwarding nodes, PLðdÞ is the path loss between v1 and its

neighboring forwarding nodes, N0 is the power of white

Gaussian noise. By expanding the shadow fading coeffi-

cient of PL and computing the variable upper limit integral

of the probability function for a normal distribution, the

final expression of PSi is obtained as follows:

PSi ¼ P Ptx � PL dð Þ � N0 � cthð Þ
¼ P Ptx � 68:1 dBð Þ � 10k lg d � n� N0 � cthð Þ
¼ P Ptx � 68:1 dBð Þ � 10k lg d � cth � N0 � nð Þ

¼ 1

2
1 þ erf

u dð Þ dBð Þ
ffiffiffi
2

p
r

� �� �
ð4Þ

where, u dð ÞðdBÞ ¼ Ptx � 68:1 � 10klgd � cth � N0B.

The relationship for the total delay of a single-hop

message return link Tx is as follows:

Tw ¼ 2Tp þ Tws ð5Þ

where Tp is the message transmission delay between nodes

and between the nodes and RSUs, and Txs is the waiting

delay of the single-hop message return link, which is given

as follows:

TxS ¼ Txd þ TxD

¼ TW max e �d=rð Þ � e�1
h i

þ TW max e� e �D=Rð Þ
h i

; ð6Þ

where TWd is the waiting delay between neighboring nodes,

and TWD is the waiting delay between vB2 and RSU1 (or vF2
and RSU2). Further, TWmax is the maximum end-to-end

delay, D is the Euclidean distance between vB2 and RSU1 (or

vF2 and RSU2), and r is the effective radius for the nodes to

communicate via V2V.

According to (2), information that can be used for the

forwarding node V can be expressed as follows:

V ¼ vnjLqvn �
1

N

XN

j¼1

Lqvj

( )

ð7Þ

where V includes the collection of all nodes within the

communication range of v1 that meet the link quality for-

warding requirements, vn represents the n-th node in the

communication range ofv1, and vj represents the j-th node

in the communication range. Lqvn represents the quality of

the single-hop message return link, which consists of the n-

th node in the communication range of v1, v1 and RSU1 (or

RSU2). Lqvj represents the quality of a single-hop message

return link, which consists of the j-th node in the com-

munication range ofv1, v1 and RSU1 (or RSU2). N repre-

sents the number of nodes in the communication range

ofv1.

When v1 is about to leave the range of RSU1 or enter the

range of RSU2, different forwarding node selection

schemes are available depending on the position of v1 in

the different lanes:

4.1.1 m1 is in the first lane

(a) When m1 is about to leave the RSU1 communication

range

When m1 is about to leave the RSU1 communication

range and is in the first lane, as shown in Fig. 2a, v2 and v3

represent nodes that can be used as forwarding nodes

within the communication range of v1, and the remaining

nodes are represented as interference nodes. At this point,

the forwarding node selection function is.

V ¼ vnjLqvn �
1

N

XN

j¼1

Lqvj

( )

LqVk ¼ max LqV1 ; LqV2 ; :::
	 


V ¼ V1;V2; :::f g
9Vk; 8Vk 2 V

8
>>>>><

>>>>>:

ð8Þ

Where, Vk represents the k-th node in the collection V ,

LqVk represents the quality of a single-hop message return

link, which consists of the v1,Vk, and RSU1.
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In Fig. 2a, v2 is selected as the forwarding node through

the selection function to establish the single-hop message

return link; the reason for this is that the position of RSU1

is fixed, and the return message is forwarded to v1 through

v2 with less interference from other nodes and a higher

transmission success rate. However, because the Euclidean

distance between v2 and RSU1 is the least, the waiting

delay TWD is minimal, so the performance of the return link

is better than those of the other nodes, and the link quality

is maximal.

(b) When v1 is about to enter the RSU2 communication

range

When v1 is about to enter the RSU2 communication

range and is in the first lane, as shown in Fig. 2b, using the

same forwarding node selection function (8) as in Fig. 2a,

the best forwarding node is selected and the single-hop

message return link is established. At this point, LqVk in the

function represents the quality of the single-hop message

return link, which consists of v1, Vk, and RSU2.

4.1.2 m1 is in the second lane

(a) When v1 is about to leave the RSU1 communication

range

When v1 is about to leave the RSU1 communication

range and is in the second lane, as shown in Fig. 3a, v2, v3,

and v4 represent nodes that can be used as forwarding

nodes within the communication range of v1, and the

remaining nodes are represented as interference nodes. At

this point, the forwarding node selection function is.

V ¼ vnjLqvn �
1

N

XN

j¼1

Lqvj

( )

DVk ¼ min DV1 ;DV2 ; :::f g
V ¼ V1;V2; :::f g
9Vk; 8Vk 2 V

8
>>>>><

>>>>>:

ð9Þ

edge1

1RSU

1v2v

3v

1 is about to leave the range of RSU1

edge2

2RSU

1v 2v

3v

1 is about to enter the range of RSU2

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 Link selection strategy when v1 is about to leave RSU1 (or

about to enter RSU2) and v1 is in the first lane

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 Link selection strategy when v1 is about to leave RSU1 (or

about to enter RSU2) and v1 is in the second lane
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where Vk represents the k-th node in the set V , and DVk

represents the Euclidean distance between Vk and RSU1.

In Fig. 3a, v2 is selected as the forwarding node through

the selection function to establish the single-hop message

return link; this is because the position of RSU1 is fixed, the

waiting delay TWd between the nodes when the return

message is forwarded to v1 through v2, v3, and v4 is

approximately equal, and the transmission success rate has

little effect on the message return link; when v2 is closest to

RSU1, and the waiting delay TWD is minimal, the perfor-

mance of the established message return link is higher at

this time.

(b) When v1 is about to enter the RSU2 communication

range

When v1 is about to enter the RSU2 communication

range and is in the second lane, as shown in Fig. 3b, using

the same forwarding node selection function (9) as in

Fig. 3a, the best forwarding node is selected and the single-

hop message return link is established. Where, DVk in the

function represents the Euclidean distance between Vk and

RSU2.

4.1.3 v1 is in the third lane

(a) When v1 is about to leave the RSU1 communication

range

When v1 is about to leave the RSU1 communication

range and is in the third lane, as shown in Fig. 4a, v2 and v3

represent nodes that can be used for forwarding within the

communication range of v1, and the remaining nodes are

represented as interference nodes. At this point, the for-

warding node selection function is.

V ¼ vnjLqvn �
1

N

XN

j¼1

Lqvj

( )

dVk ¼ min dV1 ; dV2 ; :::f g
V ¼ V1;V2; :::f g
9Vk; 8Vk 2 V

8
>>>>><

>>>>>:

ð10Þ

where dVk is the Euclidean distance between Vk and v1.

In Fig. 4a, v3 is selected as the forwarding node through

the selection function to establish the single-hop message

return link. Because the position of RSU1 is fixed and v1 is

located in the third lane away from RSU1, when the return

message is forwarded to v1 through v2 and v3, the inter-

ference from other nodes is relatively large. When the

forwarding node is closer to v1, the interference from the

other nodes is smaller, and the probability of successful

information transmission in the link increases, so node v3

that is nearest to v1 is selected as the forwarding node to

establish the single-hop message return link to effectively

improve link performance.

(b) When v1 is about to enter the RSU2 communication

range

When v1 is about to enter the RSU2 communication

range and is in the third lane, as shown in Fig. 4b, using the

same forwarding node selection function (10) as in Fig. 4a,

the best forwarding node is selected and the single-hop

message return link is established.

4.2 Multi-hop message return link strategy

If v1 moves out of the communication range of RSU1 and

does not enter the coverage of RSU2, it is impossible to

form a message return link through the single-hop node

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4 Link selection strategy when v1 is about to leave RSU1 (or

about to enter RSU2) and v1 is in the third lane
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link. Therefore, it is necessary to form a multi-hop message

return link between v1 and RSU1 (or RSU2).

In the first step, multi-hop links need to obtain the set of

nodes that can be used as forwarding nodes based on the

quality of the communication links between nodes. The

expression for the link quality between nodes is.

Lqv2v ¼ 1 � að ÞPSl þ a 1 � Tv2v
x

Tmax

� �
ð11Þ

where Lqv2v is the quality of the V2V communication links

between nodes, and Tv2v
x is the total network delay of the

V2V communication links between nodes, whose expres-

sion is given by.

Tv2v
x ¼ Tp þ Tv2v

xs ¼ Tp þ TWmax e �d=rð Þ � e�1
h i

ð12Þ

where Tv2v
xs is the waiting delay of the V2V communication

links between nodes.

According to (11), the collection of nodes that can be

used as the forwarding node is obtained and expressed as

follows:

V 0 ¼ vnjLqvnv2v �
1

N 0

XN0

j¼1

Lq
vj
v2v

( )

ð13Þ

where V 0 represents the collection of all nodes that meet the

next-hop link quality forwarding requirements within the

communication range of the forwarding node V2V, Lqvnv2v

represents the quality of the communication link between

the forwarding node and n-th node within its communica-

tion range. Lq
vj
v2v represents the quality of the communi-

cation link between the forwarding node and j-th node

within its communication range. N’ represents the number

of nodes in the communication range of the forwarding

node.

The second step is to select the multi-hop forwarding

node in the set V’ to establish the V2V multi-hop link.

Therefore, the node selection function is established as.

V 0 ¼ vnjLqvnv2v �
1

N 0

XN0

j¼1

Lq
vj
v2v

( )

d
V
0
k

V2V ¼ max d
V
0
1

V2V ; d
V
0
2

V2V ; :::

� �

V 0 ¼ V
0
1;V

0
2; :::

	 


9V 0
k; 8V

0
k 2 V 0

8
>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>:

ð14Þ

where d
V
0
k

V2V represents the Euclidean distance between the

forwarding node and V
0

k within its communication range.

In this stage, to limit the number of forwarding nodes in

the communication link and avoid the problem of high link

waiting delay and changes in the network topology caused

by excess forwarding nodes, even while ensuring the

quality of the single-hop link, the V2V multi-hop

forwarding node selection strategy focuses on choosing

nodes that are farther away from the current node as for-

warding nodes. Therefore, according to the node selection

function (14), the forward V2V multi-hop link is estab-

lished as v1; v
F
2 ; v

F
3 ; :::; v

F
n�1

� �
. Further, the reverse V2V

multi-hop link is established as v1; v
B
2 ; v

B
3 ; :::; v

B
m�1

� �
.

The third step is to establish the V2I link. At this stage,

the forwarding node vBm�1 is about to leave RSU1 (or for-

warding node vFm�1 is about to enter RSU2). Because the

forwarding node is in a different lane, it is necessary to

select the next-hop forwarding node vBm (or vFm) to guarantee

the link quality of V2I communication between vBm and

RSU1 (or vFm and RSU2) through node selection functions

(8)–(10). Therefore, based on the forwarding nodes vBm�1 in

different lanes, the next-hop forwarding node is selected

using the corresponding function to form the communica-

tion link with RSU1 as vBm�1; v
B
m;RSU1

� �
; based on the

forwarding nodes vFm�1 in different lanes, the next-hop

forwarding node is selected via the corresponding function

to form the communication link with RSU2 as

vFm�1; v
F
m;RSU2

� �
.

In summary, combined with the two-stage link node

selection, v1 and RSU1 form a multi-hop message return

link as v1; v
B
2 ; v

B
3 ; :::; v

B
m�1; v

B
m;RSU1

� �
. v1 and RSU2 also

form a multi-hop message return link as

v1; v
F
2 ; v

F
3 ; :::; v

F
m�1; v

F
m;RSU2

� �
.

Owing to the mobility of the nodes, the number of

forwarding nodes in the link constantly changes, and the

network topology also changes dynamically in real time.

Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the quality of different

multi-hop message return links to ensure that RSU1 and

RSU2 adaptively switch to the optimal link for message

return communication according to the adaptive link

quality evaluation function. First, the link quality expres-

sion for establishing the multi-hop message return link is as

follows:

LQ ¼ 1 � að ÞPs þ a 1 � TW
Tmax Nsum þ 1ð Þ

� �
ð15Þ

where Ps represents the total link reliability of the multi-

hop message return link, TW represents the total network

delay of the multi-hop message return link, and Nsum

indicates the number of forwarding nodes in the link.

The total link reliability expression for the multi-hop

message return link Ps is.

PS ¼ P c1 � cthð ÞP c2 � cthð Þ:::P cNsum
� cth

 �
ð16Þ

where cNsum
is the received SNR of the Nsum-th forwarding

node.

Because each forwarding node is independent of the

others, the reliability of the total link is the product of the
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success probabilities of all single-hop transmissions. Fur-

ther, owing to the communication advantages of V2I, the

default transmission success rate of the last forwarding

node for V2I communication within the RSU is 100%. By

substituting (1) and (4) into (16), the final expression of

total link reliability Ps is.

PS ¼ P c1 � cthð ÞP c2 � cthð Þ:::P cNsum
� cth

 �

¼
YNsum

i¼1

1

2
1 þ erf

u dið Þ dBð Þ
ffiffiffi
2

p
r

� �� �
ð17Þ

where di represents the Euclidean distance between the i-th

forwarding node and the previous-hop forwarding node.

The expression for total network delay of the link TW is.

TW ¼ Nsum þ 1ð ÞTp þ
XNsum

i¼1

Ti
W þ TV2I

W ð18Þ

where Tp is the message transmission delay between nodes,

and i is the i-th forwarding node in the total link. Ti
W is the

waiting delay when the i-th forwarding node communicates

with its V2V communication range; TV2I
W is the waiting

delay of the V2I communication link between vBm and RSU1

(or vFm and RSU2).

The expression for the waiting delay Ti
W when the i-th

forwarding node communicates with its V2V communi-

cation range is as follows:

Ti
W ¼ TWmax e �di=rð Þ � e�1

h i
ð19Þ

where di is the Euclidean distance between the i-th for-

warding node and its V2V communication range.

The expression for the wait delay TV2I
W of the V2I

communication link between vBm and RSU1 (or vFm and

RSU2) is:

TV2I
W ¼ TWmax e� e �dV2I=Rð Þ

h i
ð20Þ

where dV2I is the Euclidean distance between vBm and RSU1

(or vFm and RSU2).

Inthe fourth step, based on the relationship between the

quality of the message return multi-hop link where RSU1

and RSU2 are located, Edge server1 and Edge server2

choose the best multi-hop link for message return com-

munication. Therefore, the link adaptive quality evaluation

function for the message return multi-hop link is estab-

lished as follows:

LQsummary ¼
LQB

LQF
¼

1 � að ÞPB
s þ a 1 � TB

W

Tmax NB
sumþ1ð Þ

� �

1 � að ÞPF
s þ a 1 � TF

W

Tmax NF
sumþ1ð Þ

� �\1; ðLQF ¼ trueÞ

LQsummary ¼
LQB

LQF
¼

1 � að ÞPB
s þ a 1 � TB

W

Tmax NB
sumþ1ð Þ

� �

1 � að ÞPF
s þ a 1 � TF

W

Tmax NF
sumþ1ð Þ

� � [ 1; ðLQB ¼ trueÞ

LQsummary ¼
LQB

LQF
¼

1 � að ÞPB
s þ a 1 � TB

W

Tmax NB
sumþ1ð Þ

� �

1 � að ÞPF
s þ a 1 � TF

W

Tmax NF
sumþ1ð Þ

� � ¼ 1; ððLQBjjLQFÞ ¼ trueÞ

8
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð21Þ

where, LQB is the quality of forming the multi-hop mes-

sage return link between RSU1 and v1, LQF is the link

quality of forming the multi-hop message return link

between RSU2 and v1, and LQsummary is the evaluation

function for link quality. When LQsummary is less than 1, it is

observed that the quality of the message return link where

the RSU2 is located is higher, hence verifying that LQF is

true, and RSU2 forwards the return information to v1 via

the v1; v
F
2 ; v

F
3 ; :::; v

F
m�1; v

F
m;RSU2

� �
multi-hop link. When

LQsummary is greater than 1, it is observed that the quality of

the message return link where the RSU1 is located is

higher, so it is determined that the LQB is true, and the

RSU1 forwards the message return information to v1

through the RSU1; v
B
m; v

B
m�1:::; v

B
3 ; v

B
2 ; v1

� �
multi-hop link.

When LQsummary is equal to 1, the qualities of the message

return links where RSU1 and RSU2 are located are the

same, so either LQB or LQF is determined to be true, and

the multi-hop message return link in RSU1 and RSU2 is

randomly selected to forward the return information to v1.

In the third stage, when v1 moves into the coverage area

of RSU2, it communicates with RSU2 directly via V2I. In

this process, Edge server2 processes the request of v1, the

local storage data is invoked, RSU2 allocates the channel,

and the return data of Edge server2 is transmitted to v1. At

the same time, RSU2 forms a return link.

4.3 General flow of CMAMR strategy

In the process of moving from the coverage area of RSU1

to that of RSU2, v1 must always receive the return data

from the Edge server. The overall flow of the CMAMR

strategy is shown in Fig. 5 and summarised as follows:

(1) Start: initialize the parameters.

(2) In the initial stage, RSU1 judges whether v1 is

within its coverage range.

(3) If v1 is within the coverage range, RSU1 commu-

nicates with v1 directly to establish a V2I message

return link.
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(4) If v1 is not within the coverage range of RSU1,

RSU2 determines whether v1 is within its coverage

range.

(5) In the second stage, if RSU2 judges that v1 has left

the coverage area of RSU1 and has not yet entered

the coverage area of the RSU2, then v1 first sends a

request to the surrounding node to establish the

message return link.

(6) Among the nodes in its V2V communication range,

a new forwarding node is chosen in the message

return link according to the node selection function.

(7) After receiving the request to establish the message

return link, the new forwarding node updates the

node information for the message return link and

establishes the V2V multi-hop link.

(8) The new forwarding node determines whether it is

within the coverage area of RSU1 or RSU2.

(9) If the new forwarding node is not covered by RSU1

or RSU2, it continues to forward the message return

link request and returns to step (6).

10) If the new forwarding node is within the coverage

area of RSU1 or RSU2, the forwarding node

communicates directly with RSU1 (or RSU2),

establishes a V2I communication link, and uploads

the node information of the return link for the

location and return request of v1.

(11) Then, v1 combines the V2V multi-hop link and V2I

link in the second stage to form different multi-hop

message return links; Edge server1 (or Edge

server2) selects the best multi-hop message return

link based on the link adaptive quality evaluation

function. Then, RSU1 (or RSU2) establishes com-

munication with v1 through the best message return

link, and the RSU within which the link is located

forwards the return information to v1.

(12) In the third stage, if RSU2 judges that v1 is within

its coverage range, it communicates with v1 directly

and the V2I message return link is established.

(13) The execution of CMAMR strategy ends upon

successful link establishment.

5 Simulation and discussion

Simulations were performed using MATLAB for the traffic

scenarios of the vehicular networks, to compare the link

performances of RFP, MFR, and TVCC message return

strategies. The effects of different traffic conditions and

different weights of the link quality on network delay and

link reliability were analyzed, and a series of simulations

were carried out. The specific simulation parameters are

summarised in Table 1.

For changes in the RSU uncovered distance D, the link

network delays for different message return algorithms are

simulated, as shown in Fig. 6. In the figure, the horizontal

axis represents the uncovered distance D of the commu-

nication between the RSUs, and the vertical axis represents

the network delay. It can be seen from the figure that when

the value of RSU uncovered distance is in the interval of

[0, 100], the network delay increases rapidly, and when the

value of RSU uncovered distance is in the interval of [100,

1000], the network delay increases slowly. When the RSU

uncovered distance is in the interval of [0, 100], the head

node v1 no longer communicates directly with RSU1, and

the V2I and V2V single-hop message return links are

established; the transmission and waiting delays are

Fig. 5 CMAMR strategy implementation of general flow chart

Table 1 Simulation parameters

Symbol Simulation parameters Value

cth Threshold SNR 5 dB

k Path loss index 2.09

Ptx Sum of transmit power and antenna gain 0 dB

N0 Power of white Gaussian noise -173 dB

r Shadow fading standard deviation 5 dB

Tp Message transmission delay between nodes 20 ls

TWmax Maximum end-to-end latency 50 ms

r Node effective communication radius 150 m

R Effective communication radius of RSU 500 m
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increased in the link, such that the network delay increases

rapidly. When the RSU uncovered distance is in the

interval of [100, 1000], the head node v1 begins to establish

V2I and V2V multi-hop message return links. With the

increase in the uncovered distance, the number of for-

warding nodes also slowly increases, resulting in slow

increases in the transmission and waiting delays in the link,

such that the rate of network delay decreases. Further, we

see from the figure that the average network delay of the

CMAMR strategy is 8.6 ms, while the average network

delays of the RFP, MFR, and TVCC are 9.8, 12.2, and

11.8 ms, respectively. Compared with the latter, the overall

network delays of the proposed algorithm are reduced by

14.6%, 42.86%, and 38.47%, respectively. This is because

the distances between the nodes in the RFP and MFR

strategies are relatively small, so the number of nodes

increased for these two strategies when the RSU uncovered

distance increased equally, and the network delay of the

link increased rapidly. Furthermore, because the return link

of the TVCC strategy is single, the communication link

cannot adjust itself, which increases the link network delay

with the increase in the uncovered distance. However, the

CMAMR strategy adjusts the trade-off factor of the net-

work delay according to different business requirements

and selects the appropriate node spacing to establish the

multi-hop message return link. Additionally, according to

the adaptive link quality evaluation function, the RSU will

select the link with lower network delay as the new link for

message return communication to reduce the overall mes-

sage return link network delay and ensure minimum link

network delay. Therefore, it is proved that the network

delay can be greatly reduced with the CMAMR strategy.

For changes in the RSU uncovered distance D, the link

reliabilities for different message return algorithms were

simulated, as shown in Fig. 7. In the figure, the horizontal

axis represents the uncovered distance D of the commu-

nication between RSUs, and the vertical axis represents the

reliability of the link. As seen from the figure, with the

increase in the RSU uncovered distance, the link reliabil-

ities of all the policies decrease because the number of

nodes in the link increases along with the probability of

service outage, resulting in a decline in link stability. It can

be seen from the figure that the average link reliability of

the CMAMR strategy is 80.78%, while those of the RFP,

MFR, and TVCC policies are 64.60%, 74.02%, and

53.99% respectively. Compared with the latter, the overall

link reliabilities of the proposed algorithm improved by

25.05%, 9.13%, and 49.62%, respectively. The reason for

this is that each time the MFR strategy selected nodes with

fixed spacing as forwarding nodes, while the RFP strategy

randomly selected the forwarding nodes; further, the ser-

vice outage probabilities of these two strategies are rela-

tively low, so the link reliabilities decrease slowly with

increase in RSU uncovered distance, leading to an increase

in the number of nodes. The TVCC strategy selects the

node with the maximum distance as the forwarding node

each time, and the service outage probability is high. Once

the RSU uncovered distance increases, the link stability

decreases rapidly, and the link reliability decreases

immediately. In the CMAMR strategy, according to the

business requirements, by adjusting the trade-off factor of

the link reliability, the node with the highest single-hop

stability is selected as the forwarding node. The decline

rate of link stability is slow, and the RSU will adapt in real

time according to the link quality evaluation function to

select the link with higher reliability among the different

message return links as the new link for message return

communication to improve reliability of the overall mes-

sage return link. Therefore, it is proved that the CMAMR

strategy can effectively improve the reliability of the link.

Simulations were also performed to compare the influ-

ence of traffic density on the link qualities for different

strategies when the uncovered communication distances

are different, as shown in Fig. 8. In the figure, the hori-

zontal axis represents the traffic density, and the vertical

axis represents the link quality. As can be seen from the

images (a), (b), (c), and (d) in Fig. 8, when the traffic

Fig. 6 Network delay with different uncovered distance D
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Fig. 7 Link reliability with different uncovered distance D
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density is fixed at 0.06, the uncovered distance between the

RSUs are increased from 250 to 1000 m, and the link

qualities for RFP, MFR, TVCC, and CMAMR policies

decrease from [0.75, 0.80, 0.85, 0.90] to [0.63, 0.62, 0.72,

0.76] respectively. This is because the increase in the

uncovered distance between the RSUs causes the number

of forwarding nodes in the message return link to increase,

and the service outage probability of the entire message

return link also increases, leading to increase in network

delay and decrease in link reliability, thereby decreasing

the link quality. As can be seen from Fig. 8 (a), when the

uncovered distance between the RSUs is fixed at 250 m

and the traffic density increases from 0.06 to 0.14, the link

qualities of the RFP, MFR, TVCC, and CMAMR policies

increase from [0.75, 0.80, 0.85, 0.90] to [0.89, 0.85, 0.86,

0.97] respectively. The reason for this is that with the

increase in traffic density, there are more forwarding nodes

to choose from; the message return links of the RFP, MFR,

and TVCC policies are thus more stable, and the link

quality increases slowly. Similarly, for the CMAMR

strategy, with the increase in traffic density, the number of

optional forwarding nodes increases, and the link qualities

for the different message return links increase. This strat-

egy allows the selection of higher quality message return

links for communication, to maintain higher link quality in

the message return process. Therefore, it is proved that the

CMAMR strategy can quickly adapt to traffic density and

maintain high link quality.

When the trade-off factor a changes, the link reliability

and network delay of the CMAMR strategy are simulated

for different uncovered communication distances between

the RSUs, as shown in Fig. 9. In Fig. 9a, the horizontal

axis represents the trade-off factor a, and the vertical axis

represents the link reliability. In Fig. 9b, the horizontal axis

represents the trade-off factor a, and the vertical axis

represents the network delay. When the uncovered distance

is 0 m, the node always maintains V2I communication in

the RSU, and the link reliability is 100% with no com-

munication failure, so the network delay in the link is only

20 ls for single-hop transmission. As shown in Fig. 9a and

b, when the uncovered distance between the RSUs is

1000 m, the corresponding link reliability decreases, and

network delay decreases with increase in the trade-off

factor a. The reason for this is that the increase in a
indicates decreased demand for high link reliability for the

message return service and increased demand for network

low delay; thus, it is necessary for the message return

service to establish a low delay message return link for
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communication, such that the RSU prioritizes the link

return information with low network delay to optimize the

user experience. Therefore, it is proved that the selection of

different trade-off factors can help meet the link require-

ments of different message return services and that the

simulation results are consistent with actual scenarios

(Fig. 9).

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a codirectional multilane adap-

tive message return (CMAMR) strategy based on edge

computing, along with a node selection function derived

according to the relationship between the node location and

single-hop link quality. The quality of the single-hop

message return link is effectively improved by selecting the

best forwarding node. Moreover, an adaptive link quality

evaluation function is constructed based on the qualities of

different message return links, and the qualities of different

multi-hop message return links are calculated via Edge

server comparison, which assists the RSU in selecting the

optimal message return link and establishing a high-quality

multi-hop message return link with the head node. The

simulation results show that the proposed CMAMR strat-

egy can select the best message return link for communi-

cation according to different business requirements and can

effectively improve user experience; in addition, when the

network topology changes, compared with the RFP, MFR,

and TVCC schemes, the reliability of the CMAMR strategy

is increased by 49.62%, and the network delay is reduced

by at least 14.6%. In the following research, we will be

committed to building a more accurate multi-hop message

return link communication model, and further research on

5G vehicular networks’ application scenarios with high

reliability and low latency requirements such as smart

travel, environmental awareness, and smart parking, thus

improving users’ communication service quality.
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